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The Match Race

Molly Rhoads versus Brian Roach – Ten laps at Dells
Raceway Park. The loser is responsible for buying a round
of drinks at Leo’s.
The top two in LaCrosse Late Model points at the end of
this year – One race, ten laps in length. Just to eliminate the
possibility of a motor advantage, both drivers will have a
single cylinder Briggs & Stratton engine inserted into their
race cars. May the best man win.

Back in the day, some of the bigger shows, or even as a
novelty event at a weekly show, tracks would hold a two
person match race. Several times this year, in conversations
with a certain photographer/radio show guy we will call Go
Jibbs, we’ve discussed the topic of match races.
I remember these events from the Artgo days when Dale
Earnhardt won a best two of three match race against
Dwain Behrens, or reading about Jim Weber racing against
the late Larry Phillips. One of my favorite two-car races was
during the Ultimate Shootout at Oktoberfest many years
ago. I think there may have been more than two cars on the
track for this particular race, but the two that had
everybody on their feet were Jim Weber and Scott Hansen.
They used every inch of the track, and then some. With
these items in mind, here are the match races I would like to
see at this point in the year.
Any dirt track racers involved in an engine claim – The
“claimee” and the “claimer” will be forced to swap motors
that night and run 10 laps, head to head. The winner gets to
keep both motors.
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Brent Kane versus Ted Reuvers – Three races of 5 laps
each, alternating high and low groove. A flip of the coin
will determine starting positions for the final race. The
prize; the winner gets their name engraved on the Elko
Speedway Hall of Fame trophy.
Jimmy Gilster versus Danny Gilster – Two 5-lap races with
the tie breaker being a head to head competition in the
Friday Night Street drags with their Sportsman cars. The
loser has to change his last name to avoid any confusion
on the part of uneducated racing paper publishers.

Dan Plan

RACING

This race would include three drivers instead of two. If we
could recreate the three-way battle between Chad Mahder,
Darrell Nelson and Brady Smith earlier this year at Cedar
Lake, I don’t know why we need any other races for the
rest of the night.
Adam Royle versus Chad Whalen – One race, 20-laps in
length. The prize, the winner gets to keep their car. The
loser will probably end up needing a box to put the rest of
the pieces in. These two have put on a whale of a show this
year, and hopefully nobody ends up really needing to use a
box to take their car home.
Jennifer Jo Cobb versus Danica Patrick – One race in Indy
cars, one race in stock cars. The loser has to leave town
and never race again.
Rowdy Busch versus Kevin Harvick – Three races, 15 laps
each at Bristol. Both drivers will be forced to exit their car
on pit road at the end of each segment and settle any
differences before starting the next segment. Richard
Childress will not be allowed on pit road.
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Where are
are they
they now?
now?
Where
What are your current job
responsibilities with NASCAR?
Well, I’m currently in the middle
wearing two hats for a while. For
the past 10 years, I’ve functioned
as the Series Director for the Sprint
Cup. Last fall, I was promoted to
Managing Direct of Competition
for NASCAR. That kind of
increased my responsibilities to
oversee all of our national touring
series, along with certain
responsibilities for our regional
touring series such as the K&N
tour and Modified tour.

NASCAR Images photo

What is your home town?
I spent 42 years in Rockford
Illinois.

How did you originally get
involved in short track racing?
Actually, my father had been
involved in racing back in the day
at Rockford Speedway and Soldier
Field. Obviously, that’s kind of
what gave me my interest in the
sport. Even as a spectator as a
young child. It’s kind of like the world’s biggest
mosquito, once it bites you, you’ve got it. As we came
out of high school, the interest was still there, so we
started to compete at Rockford Speedway in an entry
level division. We progressed from there up to the Late
Model division. We did that up through 1982, when I
switched my position in motorsports from a competitor to
an official. I’ve been doing that ever since.

John DarbY
work my way down South. In 1993, I started working with
the Busch series, which is now the Nationwide series.
Do you have any special memories from your involvement
with the NASCAR Northern Series?
That was actually a lot of fun, probably the most fun deals
we had going. We actually put together a small touring
series for the local guys that had a desire to get out and
travel. Not great distances, and the expenses were
maintained well. We had a nice little circuit with Cedar
Rapids, Elko, Raceway, LaCrosse, Rockford and Lake
Geneva. We had the 10-best from each track, and it turned
into a very competitive series

Did you ever think you would make a career out of
racing?
In the beginning, probably not. Then it was just a means
of satisfying the appetite for racing. As I grew in the
sport, and understood more about it, like a lot of guys, I
Are there any items you miss when it comes to Saturday
couldn’t survive the financial burdens of it, the
night racing at the short tracks?
officiating part became very attractive. It was another
Here’s what I’ve learned over this whole time. What I’m
avenue to stay very involved in the sport, but looking
doing now with the Sprint Cup series, and what we did with
through a different set of glasses. As I grew in that part
the NASCAR Northern Series, they parallel more closely
of it, that’s when it became realistic that there may be
than what anybody would ever imagine. It’s all about
something here that I could stick with. If I keep
my nose to the grindstone, I might be able to
find some success.
Ray Loughan photo
How did you become the poster boy for
working your way through the ranks of
NASCAR?
My first officiating job was at Rockford
Speedway. This was about the time Rockford
became one of NASCAR’s sanctioned weekly
tracks. That gave me the opportunity and
benefit of meeting a lot of the NASCAR
management team. I ultimately started working
for NASCAR in 1984 with the Busch All-Star
Dirt Tour. This was one of the first dirt touring
series NASCAR had in quite some time. That
series raced throughout the Midwest. From
there I moved to the Modified series in the
Northeast. I also spent some time working with
the Artgo series before they were purchased
by NASCAR. NASCAR also had some of the
All-Pro series at the time, and that helped me

trying to keep something
organized and running
smoothly. What I liken it to is a
black jack table. At any black
jack table, you might have
somebody playing with dollar
chips, somebody playing with
five dollar chips and then you’ll
have somebody throwing
around $100 chips. It’s all the
same game, the only thing that
changes is the color of the
chips. Obviously, in the
Northern Series days and at our
local tracks, we were playing the
dollar chips. Now with the Cup
series, we’re playing with a
different color chip. I don’t even
think they have a color for the
amount of these chips. It’s still
the same game; trying to keep
everybody pulling on the same
rope and trying to stay within
the confines and conduct of
promoting great race events.
When you finish off, and have a
good Sunday race, the feeling in
that is just as gratifying today
as it was when we were doing the Northern Series.
What challenges do you see for NASCAR and the
local short tracks over the next five years?
All of motorsports is facing the same challenges, and
it’s trying to be good partners with the economy the
best that we can. Doing what we can to control the cost
of racing for the weekly racer. It’s about track operators
staying open-minded and to continue to introduce new
divisions, while supporting the divisions that they have.
This will allow the next generation of kids to become
interested, like the day that my dad took me to my first
race, we need to keep that going. If moms and dads
aren’t bringing the kids to the races, then there won’t be
another generation. Everything that motorsports has
given me over the last thirty years, there’s a part of me
that feels a responsibility to make sure we shore up the
next generation of race fans, drivers, track operators and
everybody involved. We’ve got to make sure the next
generation is going to be as solid as we’ve had for the
last fifty years.
What words of advice would you give to
anyone aspiring to make a career on
the business side of racing?
The opportunities are there as they’ve
always existed. For young people today,
education is important. As we go down
the road in motorsports, it even becomes
more important because of the
technologies being introduced to our
sport. Job #1 is an education. From there,
it’s a matter of sticking with your guts
and a lot of hard work and determination.
Not everybody that comes into this sport
is going to be the next Jimmy Johnson. If
you don’t have the drive and
determination to want to be, it’s like
playing the lottery. If you don’t buy a
ticket, you can’t win.
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
I am back from my not quite month long hiatus starting with
this issue of MRC! I hope that wasn’t a collective groan I
just heard.
So what does a racing writer do for a month without racing?
I attended an Osceola Rhubarb Festival and browsed an
antique store with my wife and mother-in-law. I went on a
fishing trip with relatives in the Hayward, Wisconsin, area.
I spent a day at the “Back To The 50’s” Street Rod
extravaganza at the Minnesota State Fairgrounds. There
was some obligatory yard work, a couple nights around my
back yard fire ring and several summer weekends spent
with family and grandkids.
With the World of Outlaws coming up at Cedar Lake on
July 8 and the IRA appearing at Elko the following weekend
I decided to evaluate upper Midwest Sprint Car racing at
the mid point of the 2011 season. Where are the best
places to catch a Sprint Car race and what are the best
Sprint Car options for fans around the Twin Cities area? In
order to take a measurement we need a yardstick so let’s
use the two main things fans expect from a Sprint Car show,
driver talent and car counts. The World of Outlaws are the
undisputed kings as far as driver talent and name
recognition but not necessarily car count kings everywhere
they go if that’s your thing. On my May 7 trip to Knoxville
for the Knoxville/IRA Challenge race I saw forty three 410
Sprints and thirty one 360’s including former Outlaw
drivers Danny Lasoski and Terry McCarl. We spent eleven
hours on the road and incurred gas and motel expenses
that would discourage most people from making the trip
very often. On the other hand a nearby Outlaw race at
Princeton, Cedar Lake and Deer Creek comes at a fraction of
the cost and would allow us to sleep in our own bed.
The IRA drew thirty cars to the Deer Creek Speedway on
June 11 and twenty six cars to Eagle Valley the following

night. Brooke Tatnell
joined the IRA at Eagle
Valley after having
placed fifth with the
World of Outlaws at
Knoxville the previous
night. Bill Balog won
both nights and was
followed across the line
by Tatnell at EVS. The
World of Outlaws
mandate one support
class and the IRA races
at Deer Creek and Eagle
Valley both included
three support classes.
Three support classes
isn’t bad but some hard
core Sprint Car fans
only want to see full
fields of Sprints and
that is why they make
the trek to Knoxville on a regular basis. To sum things up if
you’re a Sprint Car fan you know that you’re going to get
your money’s worth with the World of Outlaws, the IRA
and the Knoxville Raceway. With the Outlaws you’re
going to get the world’s best drivers and most high tech
cars with only one support class. With the IRA you’ll see
a full field of cars, a reasonable number of support classes
and you might see some surprise visitors drop in.
In addition to events at Knoxville two long established
Sprint Car tracks within a relatively close
distance. Jackson drew nineteen 360 Sprints on
Stan
June 11 for their weekly show and has several
big all Sprint Car events on their schedule each
season that offer enhanced purses, huge fields
and big name drivers. The Husets Speedway
just outside of Sioux Falls drew twenty 410’s on
Sunday June 12 with many talented drivers
competing on a weekly basis. Husets has both
410 and 360 divisions and the World of Outlaws
stop there each season.

Stan Meissner photo
for Metro area and western Wisconsin fans. You’ll have to
weigh out the pros and cons of each and decide which
ones are the best fit for you. I have enjoyed all of these
racing options during the past dozen seasons. As they
say, “it’s all good!”
Unfortunately I couldn’t do a good job evaluating Sprint
Car racing without actually attending a race. Consequently
I was “forced” to end my hiatus on June 25 at the Princeton
Speedway World of Outlaws race. Craig Dollansky

Meissner photo

Holding our yardstick up to the upper Midwest
360’s we find that the Arlington Raceway drew
eight IMCA Sprints on June 11 for their seven
class weekly program. If you’re in the
southwest Metro and want a taste of Sprint Car
racing Arlington is a great track in a county
Fairgrounds setting but be prepared to watch
other types of racing. The UMSS Winged and Traditional
Sprints ran at North Central Speedway near Brainerd on
June 11 as well. Twelve Winged Sprints (thirteen with one
DNS) and six Traditional Sprints showed up at NCS along
with NCS’s seven weekly classes. Judging by the weekly
video posting the UMSS drivers put on some exciting races
at NCS and everywhere they have appeared this season.
So there you have it, my evaluation of Sprint Car options

promoted the Princeton National from 2004 through 2009
and put a personal touch on promoting his hometown track
that showed in all aspects of the event. SLS promoted the
2011 Princeton WoO race and the most obvious difference
is that it was not billed as the Princeton National. I don’t
sit in the grandstand but heard a few complaints about
seating, concessions and the length of the show that SLS
will want to address if they continue to promote a Princeton
race.

Stan Meissner photo
I thought the racing at Princeton was very good with
Donny Schatz winning his107th career Feature tying him
with Doug Wolfgang on the WoO all time win list. Brooke
Tatnell scored a big $12,000 win at Jackson, Minnesota, the
previous night and he was working on a top five for the
home team until he was forced high coming out of turn
four. Knoxville rained out which benefited the Outlaws
with the likes of Davey Heskin, Sammy Swindell and Mark

The Inside Dirt continued on page 9
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski

Heading into the ASA Midwest Tour event at State Park
Speedway here June 24th a name you probably wouldn’t
have put on the list as a true threat to win was Mark
Mackesy. A consistent finisher and a win here and there at
area tracks through the years is pretty much what Mackesy
has been all about. Racing on a limited budget and at fewer
events than most would also keep his name off that special
event winners list. But that’s why you contest the races
and also why fans attend, because you just never know.
Mark Mackesy did indeed win the ASA Tour event 150 lap
Feature on Flip Merwin Memorial night at the track and
after he pulled into victory lane the applause was deafening
with just about every soul in the jam packed grandstand
cracking a smile over what was a huge upset win.
The Mackesy name has been involved for many years in
racing with Father Bob racing in the 1960s through the ‘80s
and Mom Barb a big part of it through the Women
Concerned for Racing group. They’ve taken their racing
seriously but more importantly have enjoyed the journey as
much as the successes along the way. That has definitely
rubbed off on Mark as he is one of the most happy go
lucky guys on race night at the track. And again because of
that attitude no one showed their displeasure at his
winning this, the biggest victory of his career.

Dale's Picture from the past

Bob Mackesy puts his car #12 through its paces at
State Park Speedway in 1984.

Mackesy didn’t fall into the win with a bizarre happening or
bad luck by others either. Qualifying 5th among the 30
racers in attendance, Mackesy drew the 8th spot for the 150
lap main. Not dropping back like a rock as some may have
predicted, Mackesy actually made rapid progress forward!
With race long leader Bryan Reffner the last car in his sites
Mackesy bided his time finally making his move with 30
laps or so left with an inside pass for the lead. From there
on there was no catching the Wausau, WI. driver as he
cruised to the huge win. Some you may have predicted to
win did fill out the top 10 with Andrew Morrissey, Jacob
Goede, Ross Kenseth, Reffner, Nate Haseleu, Jon Eilen, Tim
Sauter, Ben Pettis and Griffin McGrath following in that
order. However, on this day it was a win for the little guy,
the racer that has done his time and finally breaks through
for a career win. Mark Mackesy was that guy on this night!

Michael Bilderback had some thoughts. “Dirt racing always
has more grooves and paved racing seems a little boring
compared to that. I also think shorter races might be a little
more exciting for the fans. There’s no reason we need to
run 150 laps at a track like this. (State Park Speedway.) Give
us a 50 lap race and let us have at it.” Bilderback as it turns
out wished the race here was shorter as he fell out of the
main event with just 37 laps left while in 3rd position!...With
the big $10,000 to win Feature event pay-day coming up in
the ASA Tour race at Elko, MN., Speedway July 8-9th some
observers are wondering what potential outside of the rules
equipment might be tried to win the event. Discussion has
taken place that softening of tires and traction control
devices already exist in paved Super Late Model racing
creating huge advantages. As one person stated if you
can’t find it is it legal? Maybe if these types of things can’t
be found they should be made legal which in turn may very
well create cost effectiveness and allow everyone to utilize

With Mackesy taking a huge win it was like lightening
striking twice as Jason Weinkauf came
through with a career win in the ASA
Midwest Tour event at the Marshfield Motor
Speedway, Marshfield, WI. here July 2nd.
Again as with the Mackesy win there was
nothing cheap or lucky about the victory as
Weinkauf took the lead on lap 14 and had
rather comfortable sailing the rest of the way.
Interesting to note that Weinkauf almost
didn’t even compete in the event as the car
he was supposed to drive had engine trouble
and wasn’t going to be ready in time. Race
team owner Jay VanderGeest solved that
problem by offering the car he normally
drives. The combination worked and the rest
is history as they say. Nick Murgic made the
Jason Weinkauf battling Steve Holzhausen in the #23 that Jay
100 lap feature finish here at Marshfield
VanDerGeest couldn’t find the speed in at an earlier event.
reasonably close but ended up 2nd. He was
followed by Tim Schendel, Andrew Morrissey, Travis
them. Just what would the negative consequences be at
Sauter, fast qualifier Jacob Goede, Jonathan Eilen, Skylar
that point?...Brent Kirchner has turned things around at La
Holzhausen, Matt Tift and Steve Carlson.
Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway as he raced to his second
consecutive 25 lap NASCAR Late Model Feature win here
Here and there…Some days you’re right on it and some
June 25th…Harley Jankowski who has looked very good
you’d just as soon have stayed home. Bryan Reffner and
racing in the Late Model Division at Lax Fairgrounds this
Collin Reffner comfortably qualified into the show at
year received the best news recently that he possibly
Wausau and raced competitively while at Marshfield
neither one made it into the feature…Steve Holzhausen and could. A Kidney donor emerged providing a match for the
young driver and he’ll at last be able to live a reasonably
Eugene Gregorich Jr made their ASA Midwest Tour 2011
normal life again. The transplant took place here a week or
debuts at Marshfield with mixed results. Holzhausen set 3rd
so ago which will put Jankowski out of competition for the
fastest time but fell out of the feature with mechanical
rest of the season. A small price to pay in getting back to
issues. Gregorich Jr. also got in the 100 lapper but was
normalcy… Got talking some old times in racing with Tom
none too pleased with his race car. “I don’t get scared
Reffner who was at State Park Speedway helping son Bryan
going into a corner but with this car I am because I don’t
know what it’s going to do!” Gregorich Jr., pulled out of the and grandson Collin at the ASA Tour event there. Tom
mentioned one trip where they raced in at least 4 States and
event after completing 78 laps…Neil Knoblock who made
one other Country during a stretch of 9 races in 9 days!
an appearance at Marshfield for the event stated that his
previous notes didn’t help much this time around. “I’ve
been fast here and believe me I have good notes on the set
continued on page 7
up here. But with these tires were running it didn’t
help at all, everything is changed.” Knoblock made the
feature but was a non factor in the event…Jon Eilen
had fast time honors on the night at State Park
Speedway as he bested the 30 car field around the ¼
mile oval in 13:834 seconds…Jacob Goede completed
an amazing feature run in 3rd place moving all the way
up from 18th…Another area racer had a good run at
Wausau as Ben Pettis in the Redline Motorsports
entry placed 9th in the main event…In asking Mackesy
if racing at State Park Speedway, his home track would
offer any advantage he replied, “Maybe a little, but
these guys are catching up fast.” Upon further inquiry
of any advantage Mackesy stated, “But we’re ready
though, we’ve got a cooler full of beer and we’ll have
Mark Mackesy #12 back when we both had hair takes a
some fun!”…In discussing why fans these days seem
win in 1989 at the Golden Sands Speedway, Plover, WI.
to get more into dirt racing events than asphalt
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Racing Facts, Observances and Opinions
from page 6
According to Tom, “I got thinking about that one day and
wondered, did we really do that? According to Tom the
money was good at the time and it was quite common to be
on the road racing for days on end. Trips to Missouri,
Indiana, Ohio, Canada and back to Wisconsin all within a
week or so weren’t unusual. Best of all for them, most of
the time the Wisconsin bunch ended up bringing back the
majority of the loot when they went on such
adventures!...Car owner for Chris and Jason Weinkauf and
racer himself, Jay VanDerGeest could be found at the

controls checking out a 277B Cat loader while at State Park
for the ASA show. When asked if that’s how he got to the
track his answer, “Absolutely, it’s faster than my race car
was here two weeks ago!”… There was one open trailer
with a Super Late Model on it at the ASA show at Wausau.
The car being hauled in on it just happened to end up in
victory lane after 150 laps of racing as Mark Mackesy
pulled the upset win...The most mild mannered,
unassuming driver picked up a big win here at Lax
Fairgrounds June 25th in the Thunderstox Feature. As a
matter of fact if you saw him on the street you’d never
guess he likes making left turns and going really fast at the
track We’re talking about Dustin Bagstad son of former

racer Jeff and relation to regular Late Model competitor
Tony. There was nothing unassuming or mild however
about his super exciting last turn of the last lap pass for the
win here Saturday night!...Quote of the column comes from
Tom Reffner. “We could have put a kill switch in the car, it
would have taken 5 minutes. We didn’t the throttle hung
up and I went right off the end into the trees. Everybody
said you could see the trees shaking where the car went in.
Wrecked a car that night.” Reffner was describing his
throttle sticking and going off turn one at State Park
Speedway in 1984 with his brand new race car. That was
back when trees lined 2/3 of the track, long before walls
were put up.

Methanol also available!

Methanol also available!
Distributed Worldwide By

CALL TODAY 1-800-634-9666
Red Wing, Minnesota

952-445-2257
Friday, July 15
Friday Night Destruction - Figure 8’s,
Flagpole Race, Mini Stocks, Flyers, and
Flat Track Motorcycles plus Squidwheelies
Stunt Show
7:30pm
Sunday, July 17
NASCAR Event* Scouts “Night at the
Races” Kids Bike Rides
6:00pm

Upcoming events
Sunday, July 24
NASCAR Event* presented by
Whelen All American Series plus
Kids Paint School Buses
6:00pm

Friday, July 29
Friday Night Destruction - ABHE & Svoboda
presents Figure 8’s, Flagpole Race, Thunder
V8’s, Flyers, Legends, Bandeleros “Plus Dukes
Jump #2”
7:30pm
Saturday, July 30
Twisted Koncept
Car Club Auto Show
8:30am -7:00pm

www.goracewaypark.com
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Publishers Note from page 3
There you have it. Some of these match races have a real
possibility, while others are purely fictional. I’ll let you be
the judge as to which ones might really happen.
Misc. news and notes:
We made our first trip in about six years to State Park
Speedway in Wausau, Wisc. My how this place has
changed. The Wimmers have put some time, effort and
probably more than a few dollars to spruce up this historic
facility. While the track has always been located in a scenic
place of Wisconsin at the foothills of Rib Mountain, 30 or
so years of use were starting to show their effects. Our last
trip to Wausau was for the Detjens Memorial race in 2005.
A little bit of landscaping here, some paint over there, and a
few new buildings have State Park Speedway in tip top
shape. The biggest improvement in my opinion was the
addition of a men’s rest room. While most guys are used to
primitive facilities, it is nice to be able to walk into a
restroom that has running water.

GREAT RACING ACTION EVERY
SATURDAY!
NASCAR RACING SATURDAY
NIGHTS Through SEPT. 3rd
•Late Models • Sportsmen • Thunderstox
• Hornets • Outlawz • Novelty Races
Plus on selected nights: Trailer Races
• Monster Trucks • Roll Over Contests
• T-Bone Crashes and More!

STREET DRAGS
Friday Night

LaCrosse Fairgrounds Speedway

Street Drags - Race your own vehicle
on the second Friday of the Month

www.streetdragslax.com
The ASA Midwest Tour made their first visit to the track,
and notched another feather in their cap. Probably the most
heart-warming part of the event was seeing a local driver
beat all of the tour regulars. Mark Mackesy has been racing
around Wisconsin for a number of years, and made a late
race pass of Bryan Reffner to capture the big win.
Cedar Lake Speedway held their third regular Saturday
night program on Saturday June 25. Yes, that’s right, their
third weekly program. The weather the first half of this
season has been almost miserable. The Late Model feature
was once again a barn-burner, as Rick Egersdorf and
Ashley Anderson approached lapped traffic on the final
lap. Egersdorf ended up climbing the wall on the back
stretch in a shower of sparks and limped back to the line.
Ashley was able to pick up the win on his first Saturday
night visit to CLS this year.
Brent Kane is in the middle of a season for the record
books. With a strong start to the 2011 season, including 8
feature wins at this point, Kane recently swept events at
Elko and Raceway Park on two-consecutive weekends. The
teams performance has obviously improved since adding
Crew Chief Jason to the team.

RACE
WEEKEND

STARRING:
ASA Midwest Tour Super Late Models
• Big-8 Late Models
• “Dick Trickle 99” Super Late Models •
The Futures Super Late Models
•AND MANY MORE!
Over 15 different divisions.. JOIN US IN THE FUN!

OCTOBER 6-7-8-9, 2011

www.oktoberfestraceweekend.com
N4985 Cty Rd M • West Salem, WI • 54669

608.786.1525
I-90 Exit 12 - Located at intersection of
Hwy 16 & Cty Rd M

www.lacrossespeedway.com

We were pleased to see these restrooms are no longer in
place on our trip to State Park Speedway in Wausau, WI.
The Wimmers have done an outstanding job of making
the facility modern and fan-friendly.

www.racingonline.com
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World of Outlaws Set To Invade Cedar Lake Speedway
By Kyle Luetters
World of Outlaws Series PR
In a tradition that dates back to 1983, the World of Outlaws
Sprint Cars will once again take to the high banks of Cedar
Lake Speedway in New Richmond, WI. With several drivers
jockeying for position atop the series standings, anything
can happen on the three-eighths mile oval. One of the
series hottest drivers, Craig Dollansky, took the checkers
last season and in 2004. The Elk River, Minn. native has
four wins so far in the 2011 campaign and is coming on
strong as the summer months arrive.

Stan Meissner photo

“Greatest Show on Dirt,” returns to Wisconsin track for annual visit full of thrills

Another driver to watch out for is four time series
champion Donny Schatz. Schatz, a resident of Fargo, N.D.
won back to back events at the track in 2008 and 2009. His
Tony Stewart Racing teammate, Steve Kinser, has five
career victories at the track.
Kasey Kahne Racing’s Joey Saldana continues to be a
force to be reckoned with and is seeking his first career win
at Cedar Lake. He and teammates Cody Darrah and Paul
McMahan have been among the fastest of the Outlaws this
season with a combined 10 Quick Times on the season.
2010 Champion Jason Meyers is gaining strength as the
season goes on. With an incredible run of seven top-5
finishes in a row at one point, Meyers and his team
certainly are a threat to repeat as champions. Bartlett, Tenn.
native Jason Sides has three wins on the season and is
looking to rack up more on his way to another career year.
Hardchargers Lucas Wofle, Chad Kemenah, Kraig Kinser
and Bill Rose will also converge on the track to put on an
amazing show for fans of all ages.

The Inside Dirt from page 4
Dobmeier joining the Princeton field. There were 26 410
Sprints in attendance which was bolstered a few cars by
the addition of the aforementioned trio.
The UMSS served as the support division making this an
all Sprint show and their Feature was well received by the
Outlaw fans. Jerry Richert Jr. won the UMSS Feature
putting him in a good position to make a run at an elusive
UMSS title that has slipped through his hands thus far.
The UMSS drew 22 cars to the Princeton event which was
about what I expected to see. My observation has been
that the UMSS draws their best fields to the showcase
events such as Princeton, Cedar Lake’s Jerry Richert Sr.

Stan Meissner photo

Local favorite Craig Dollansky won last years World of Outlaws event at Cedar Lake Speedway.
Listed below are past winners of WoO events at Cedar Lake
1983 - Steve Kinser
1984 - Steve Kinser
1985 - Bobby Davis, Jr.
1986 - Steve Kinser
1987 - Sammy Swindell
1988 - Jeff Swindell
1988 - Steve Kinser
1989 - Jac Haudenschild

1989 - Bobby Davis, Jr.
1990 - Sammy Swindell
1991 - Dave Blaney
1992 - Sammy Swindell
1993 - Dave Blaney
1993 - Dave Blaney
1994 - Sammy Swindell
1995 - Sammy Swindell

Memorial and the Elko Dirt Nationals. The economy and
their split with IMCA has had an impact on the growth we
saw in UMSS fields. They’re not down significantly but
they aren’t seeing the increase in the Winged division we
saw in 2010. I’m looking forward to seeing the UMSS at
Elko on July 15-16, Cedar Lake on July 30 and again at the
Jerry Richert Sr. Memorial on September 10.
On July 2nd I attended the fourth annual Night of
Destruction. The only round and round racing on this
night was restricted to Pro Stocks and
Midwest Modifieds. This show
featuring motorized mayhem of every
imaginable type was for the kids and
they came out in force. The biggest kid
was in the infield with a camera. I have
to admit two things, a
weakness for novelty
shows that goes back to
my childhood and
amazement at how far
Demolition Derby cars
have come since I last
saw them. When I saw
the Demo on the
schedule I was picturing
a bunch of heavy old
cars with stock motors
but that was not the
case. These things have
come a long way and
compared to what I saw
as a kid these Demo cars

1996 - Mark Kinser
1997 - Mark Kinser
1998 - Stevie Smith
1999 - Danny Lasoski
2000 - Mark Kinser
2001 - Mark Kinser
2002 - Sammy Swindell
2003 - Steve Kinser

2004 - Craig Dollansky
2005 - Brooke Tatnell
2007 - Paul McMahon
2008 - Donny Schatz
2009 - Donny Schatz
2010 – Craig Dollansky

were on steroids. I highly recommend bringing a kid to one
of these shows. They’ll love it.
That’s going to wrap up this installment of the Inside Dirt.
We’ll see you at the races!

Stan Meissner photo
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Flip Merwin Memorial 150 winner Mark Mackesy
Doug Hornickel photo

Cedar Lake Late Model winner Ashley Anderson
Jerry Zimmer photo

LaCrosse Sportsman winner Matt Inglett
Mary Schill photo

Eight wins on the season and still going for Brent Kane
Martin DeFries photo

Raceway Park Figure-8 winner Steve Cheever
Martin DeFries photo

Rockford mid-season champ, Alex Papini and car owner Richard Murphy
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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A clean sweep for Darren Waltermann
Martin DeFries photo

Ryan Carlson, Austin Nason and crew celebrate their mid-season championships
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

LaCrosse Late Model winner Brent Kirchner
Mary Schill photo

Princeton UMSS winner Jerry Richert Jr.
Stan Meissner photo

Short Tracker winner Andy Benhardus
Martin DeFries photo

Cedar Lake Pro Stock winner Mike Loomis
Jerry Zimmer photo
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Summer Clash 250 Preview
The Summer Clash 250 at Elko Speedway is the
highest paying Super Late Model event in the UpperMidwest for the 2011 season. With the ASA Midwest
Tour sanctioning the event, fans are arssured of the
top Midwest drivers attending the event. With the
prize money on the line for this event, top local
drivers, and regional drivers will throw their hat in the
ring in hopes of taking home the $10,00.00 top prize.
Here at The Midwest Racing Connection, we’ll offer
our opinion of drivers that should do well, drivers that
have a strong chance, and long shots if we were
allowed to place wagers on this event.
Drivers that should do well
Donny Reuvers – As a driver with multiple track
championships, and a few wins in the 2011 season,
Reuvers would not be a surprise to take home the
money.
Ross Kenseth – Young Ross picked up two wins at
Elko Speedway in 2010. One win was in a weekly
NASCAR points event, and the second during the
ASA Midwest Tour visit to Elko Speedway.
Steve Carlson – While Carlson has not had a typical
start to the season, look for this veteran driver to
make his way to the front after the completion of 250
laps on the 3/8th’s mile oval.

Doug Hornickel photo

Driver have a strong chance
Jacob Goede – Jacob has many laps around the track and
has several top finishes on off-weekends for the ASA
Midwest Tour. Look for Goede to be in the mix at the end of
the day.
Jonathan Eilen – Eilen has struggled some at the start of
the 2011 season, but recent performances indicate this team
has turned things around. After setting fast time at State
Park Speedway in Wausau, WI and driving up to a top-ten
finish, shows they are back on track.

Long Shot
Conrad Jorgenson – Conrad has been an infrequent
competitor in the Late Model ranks for the last several year.
Jorgenson has a knack for winning high-dollar events in
the state of Minnestoa. Jorgeson holds the distinction of
winning the last event at Elko that paid $10,000.00 to win
and has also won several other high-paying events at Elko
and Raceway Park.

Martin DeFries photo

Ross Kenseth and Chris Wimmer battle for
the top spot during the 2010 ASA Midwest
Tour visit to Elko Speedway (top photo),
Tim Shendel and Jacobe Goede at Elko
(left photo) Conrad Jorgenson sprays the
Ten Grand celebratory champaign after
the Labor Day win in 2005 (above).
Doug Hornickel photo
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Silly Season Sillines
teams, Roush Fenway Racing and Richard Childress
Racing.
Juan Pablo Montoya, another potential free agent, is close
to signing an extension with the only NASCAR team he’s
ever known, Earnhardt-Ganassi Racing.
Richard Childress Racing would like to ink Clint Bowyer to
an extension but it’s contingent on whether sponsorship
can be found. Odds are high Bowyer stays behind the
wheel of the 33 Chevy next season.
As was announced last spring, Kasey Kahne will be joining
Hendrick Motorsports in 2012 replacing Mark Martin.
Martin’s future plans are still unknown.

by Jordan Bianchi
Silly Season is like an algebraic equation. Driver A is
leaving Team X to sign with Team Y. Team X then will go
about replacing Driver A by signing Driver B from Team Z,
which in turn will create another opening this time at Team
Z. If this doesn’t make sense, don’t worry, I wasn’t very
good at algebra either.
For those of you who don’t know, the term Silly Season
was created years ago to represent the time of year when
rumors, speculation and innuendo ran rampart concerning
the change of plans drivers, car owners and sponsors were
making for the following season.
Over the years Silly Season has progressed, or regressed
depending on your perspective, from early to late fall to
mid-summer, to its current state of late spring.
Although every season there’s a move that comes out of
leftfield and surprises fans and media alike – think Dale
Earnhardt Jr. jumping the listing ship known as DEI for the
cozy confines of Hendrick Motorsports or Tony Stewart
leaving Joe Gibbs Racing to form his own team – this year’s
Silly Season is quickly amassing a reputation for, well, one
of the silliest in recent history.
Here are the pieces to the puzzle that we know to be true so
far.
Greg Biffle and Jeff Burton both had contracts expiring at
the end of the year. But instead of taking their services
elsewhere, both elected to re-sign with their respective

Though we don’t know which team she will be aligning
herself with, it’s all but a certainty Danica Patrick will be
racing fulltime in NASCAR next year. Most likely running a
full season in the Nationwide Series before making the leap
to Sprint Cup in 2013 where she will run for Rookie of the
Year.
At least in its current state, Team Red Bull Racing will
cease to exist. The Austrian energy drink company made it
known yesterday that they will be getting out of the
NASCAR business, both as a team owner and as a
sponsor.
Here’s what we don’t know, with the ironic thing being all
these pieces to the puzzle somehow intertwine.
What’s going to happen to Mark Martin?
Is he A) going to run another year fulltime in Sprint Cup,
and if so, with which organization? B) Look to cutback his
schedule, and perhaps run for the Nationwide Series
championship along with a handful of Cup races mixed in?
C) Either buy in or start his own Sprint Cup team much in
the same way Tony Stewart did when he decided to set off
on his own three years ago?
Will Carl Edwards stay at Roush Fenway or won’t he?
Will Edwards stay with the only team he’s ever driven for,
and a team that has given him good enough equipment this
season to lead the points for 11 weeks? Or will the lure of a
higher payday and better opportunity elsewhere lead him
to leaving Jack Roush?
Is “Sliced Bread” about to become burnt toast?
When Joe Gibbs Racing named Joey Logano the heir
apparent to Tony Stewart, the expectation was it would
take some time for the then-18-year-old to fill the enormous

shoes left by the two-time titlist. Except the growing pains
have been more pronounced than either side imagined. To
the point, sponsor Home Depot is not thrilled to see their
car struggle to run up front after years of consistently
winning races and championships. Adding insult to injury
is seeing Lowes driver Jimmie Johnson collect trophies like
women collect shoes.
Now whispers are abounding that Joe and J.D. Gibbs are
thinking of unseating Logano out of their famed No. 20 car
to free up a spot for the aforementioned Edwards. A
scenario which would see Toyota’s flagship team expand
to four cars with Logano being moved over to the new
Gibbs entry.
With Red Bull Racing in flux, where does Brian Vickers
land?
Even though Vickers had previously talked a big game
about leaving the two-car team at the end of the year, it
always seemed inevitable that he would stay with the team
that fits his adventurous personality to a T. But now, that
may not be an option. The problem for the two-time race
winner and 2009 Chase participant is the lack of rides
available with high-profile teams. Meaning, it’s not hard to
imagine a situation where the youngest champion in
Nationwide Series history is left sitting on the sidelines
driving helmet in hand.
Has the clock struck midnight for David Ragan?
When Jack Roush tabbed Ragan to replace Mark Martin,
there was a lot of head scratching in the garage. Five years
later the second-guessing seems justified as Ragan has
neither won a race nor made the Chase. With Trevor Bayne
and Ricky Stenhouse Jr. in the pipeline, the clock is ticking
for Ragan to produce results. And now.
What does Roush do with Trevor Bayne and Ricky
Stenhouse Jr.?
Speaking of the Roush youngsters, what does “The Cat in
the Hat” do with them for 2012? Does he give them another
year in Nationwide to develop? Or does he make room for
the pair at the next level, either as replacement(s) for
Edwards and Ragan or farming them out to one of his
satellite teams?
A quote from the great “Rowdy” Roddy Piper feels like the
right way to summarize everything there is to know about
Silly Season and the silliness that accompanies it: “Just
when you think you have all the answers, I change all the
questions.”
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Going in
Circles

after taking the checkers. Kyle Chwala recorded his first
ever hobby stock feature win here as well. Bandit rookie
Ken Ring tasted victory for the first time, winning the
semi-feature. Street stock point leader Phil Denikas had
a rare clean sweep going, as he set fast time and won
his heat, but could only get up to fifth in the feature.

D's Racing Imagery photo

On Saturday we took in the show at the Jefferson
Speedway for mid-season championships night. Could
it be mid-season already? Seems like it just started!
Over 120 cars timed in for the six divisions, down a bit
from normal, but still an outstanding car count.

By Charlie Spry
After raining most of the week, Columbus finally had a dry
night on Friday, June 24th. Several new cars joined the field
tonight, as Aaron Wilke brought his late model out for the
first time this year, Joe Roatch made a return in his street
stock, and new Bandit drivers included Holly McKinnon
and Lucas Hernandez.
Always enjoy talking with the Storkson brothers, Mike and
Kenny. The pair race in the Bandit division here, with Mike
returning after a stint in a late model at another track. “This
is more fun than the late model,” Said Mike. “More fun and
a lot less money involved. I get to race with my brother,
and that’s a blast. We can get all of our sibling rivalry done
here. That way when we have a Thanksgiving dinner
together or something, we don’t have to throw food at each
other,” he laughed.
Ed Jackson has one of the cleanest cars in the street stock
division, keeping his Monte Carlo looking sharp. He also
spent a couple of years racing a late model elsewhere, and
now wants to sell that car. If anyone is interested, they
might get a good deal! After a bit of heartache the previous
week, he came home the victor in his feature tonight!
Talked with veteran late model pilot Andy Wendt, and his
son, Nick. Andy has given up his own primary car for Nick
to race this year, saying that he wants to see him get the
championship here in a car that he knows is capable of
doing so. Andy has picked up another car to race himself,
part time, but wants to help Nick in his quest. Nick is not
afraid to take to the tough outside groove to make his
passes, and won the feature last week. He finished sixth
this week, but once again was not afraid to take to the
outside. With point leader Ron Bishofberger dropping out
of the feature, the points race is really heating up here.
Enjoyed talking briefly with late model veteran Russ
Grossen. Here is a driver who is “old school” in the fact
that he still does a lot of fabrication of parts, rather than
purchasing everything ready-made He also builds his own
chassis, as well as his engines. We talked about the first
car that I remember, which was a ’55 Chevy hobby stock,
painted fluorescent orange, sporting the number 33, and
this back in the late 1960’s. “It really wasn’t too much of a
car, but it did pretty well,” Said Russ. “At least until I rolled
it at Madison. Also, that fluorescent orange spray-can
paint doesn’t hold up too well. It fades really fast sitting in
the sun.” He also noted that the number came from a friend
who painted it on, as it was the likeness of a Korean beer
symbol. Russ has raced with the number 16 since that time,
including racing a Corvair bodied late model.
Nick Nolden started on the pole and held the lead
throughout to win the late model feature tonight, holding
off Curt Clapper. This was Nick’s first late model feature
win here, and he spun a few donuts at the start/finish line

During the mid-season race, the top fourteen cars in
points are automatically locked into the features, so if
someone is showing up for the first time, they really
have their work cut out for them! However, a few did
show up for the first time this year, as in the late models
Tommy Pecaro and Shawn Gunsolus showed, defending
Columbus champion Phil Denikas showed up in the
sportsman division, as well as Tory Bagley and Rick
Rothwell. Art Blakely was also present in the Bandit
division for the first time this year here.
Third-year late model racer Brandon Pendelton started on
the pole and fended off all challenges to post his first
career feature win in a late model. It was not as easy as it
sounds, as he really had to work to hold off the race long
challenges of veteran Bruce Lee, as well as defending
champ Casey Johnson and others. All drove a smart and
clean race.
The news here is the dominance of the Stark family. Kyle
has won every feature this year in the International
division, save for one, and I think that was a night his car
broke. He has also scored a couple of clean sweeps in there
as well. It appears that no one has anything for him this
year. He therefore has a commanding lead in the points
standings. He won again tonight, lacking a clean sweep
only by not winning his heat.
Heather Stark also dominated the Bandit division, setting
fast time and easily winning the feature. She was about
ready to start lapping the field as she took the checkers.
This would be her fifth feature victory here this year,
including once on the “big” track during the Big 8 show
here a few weeks ago. She missed a clean sweep only by
placing second in her heat race.
Curt Thompson looked tough in winning the sportsman
feature, also having his hands full in holding off Jason
Thoma, Jay Kalbus and James Helmer. He took the lead
from Dan Schmidt about mid-race, but then had his hands
full in holding off the others.
Brent Gergen drove out to a commanding lead in the hobby
stock feature, seemingly on cruise control. You knew that
once some of the others broke free of traffic it was still
going to be a close race, and Jim Tate Jr. was the first to
break out of the pack and was able to track Gergen down.
Gergen did finish second in a very good run for him.
Bill Sweeney tracked down Roger Stephenson to take the
lead and win in the Road Warrior division. This division is
slowly gaining in car counts and excitement, as the FWD V6 machines look to make their mark in the program.
The following week we took in the show at Columbus once
again on a sweltering Friday night. Nick Wendt took the
late model feature win with a late race pass on leader Joel
Soenksen, who had led for the first 45 laps of the fifty lap
affair. Nick likely gained the point lead from veteran Ron
Bishofberger with his performance tonight, and I know the

track championship is a major goal of the Wendt team this
year.
Talked with rookie street stock driver Phil Wuesthoff. Phil
is driving the car formerly raced by Tiffany Desjarlais, and
still owned by the Desjarlais family as Tiffany races her late
model. He is also still racing his Bandit car at Jefferson, still
hoping to grab the track championship there with that car
after coming so close last year, when the title came down to
the final night. He has done well with the street stock car,
even leading a feature for several laps, but seems to be
snake bitten by mechanical issues that drop him from
contention. In comparing the difference between the two
cars/classes, he noted, “A lot more power in the street
stock, you definitely use the brakes a lot more. With the
four cylinder, you just keep on it, but if you do that with
the street stock you are in trouble. I find myself still braking
at the same points on the track. I’m having fun, but need to
start finishing races. I’d like to get a heat win or something
this year yet.”
On his second night out this year, Joe Roatch won a heat in
his street stock, performing a neat little victory dance after
posing with the flag. I think this might have to become his
tradition after every race, as he was really into it! Joe is
back at it again after not racing steadily since 2006.
Speaking of the street stock division, after coming close
last week, defending track champion Phil Denikas got the
complete clean sweep in the division tonight, setting fast
time, winning his heat, and passing everyone on the
outside to get the feature win. This is monumental, as it had
been a long time since this happened here in this division. I
keep records on this from my extensive research, and the
last clean sweep here in this division was performed by
Scott “Chico” Riedner on 5-25-01. Before that, it had been
accomplished by Craig Olver on 9-10-95 during the
Wisconsin State Invitational, and prior to that it had been
Andy Tomlinson who got it done during a regular show on
5-10-94. Pretty good company, and it doesn’t happen very
often!
Billy Robinson got his first hobby stock feature victory of
the year by driving out to a commanding lead and keeping
Kale Peterman and fast timer Steven Sauer in the distance
in his rearview mirror the rest of the way. This division
continues to put on a good show with a wide variety of
cars as far as models go. Dustin Von Allmen won his first
backup contest of the year tonight.
Pit gate operator and backup division racer Wayne Hook
has been sidelined from his race track duties for the past
two weeks, having undergone surgery. Want to personally
wish Wayne a speedy recovery and hope to see him back
at the track soon.
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Wagner Takes His First Trip to Victory Lane
By: Ashley Iwanski
Jerimy Wagner went from the pole to victory lane to take
home his first feature win in the Kwik Trip NASCAR Late
Model division. It didn’t come easy though, Wagner had to
hold off some major horsepower that was coming up
through the field behind him. Wagner started the race on
the inside of Jeff Baker. Within laps Baker had fallen back
and Matthew Henderson took over second on the bumper
of the leader followed by Shawn Pfaff and Todd Korish.
Henderson, Pfaff and Korish were all looking for any
opportunity to advance while J. Herbst, who started midpack, was making his way up through the field to fifth
place. The top five were waiting patiently to make their
move while the fans were on the edge of their seats waiting
to see which driver was going to risk going to the outside
in hopes of getting the checkered flag.
That driver was Pfaff. Henderson wasn’t going to give up
the bottom groove, so with only four laps to go Pfaff

jumped to the outside of Henderson. It took
a lap, but Pfaff was finally able to get his
car around Henderson and into the second
position hot on the trail of Wagner. That’s
as far as Pfaff would get though. Wagner
stayed tight to the inside groove and held
on to get the checkered flag.
“It was going to be a clean race,” said
second place finisher Pfaff. “I was either
going to pass him on the outside or he was
going to mess up on the inside. He earned
(the win).”
Wagner had doubts about being able to
hold off Pfaff.

Mary Schill photo

“I thought ‘Oh man, here he comes,’” Wagner said,
referring to Pfaff taking the second position. “’He’s got a
great car maybe second is good enough. But then I
thought ‘No. I’m going to get the win.’” And he did.
Henderson finished third, Korish fourth and Herbst fifth.

Gilster took the checkered flag followed by Maier, Dummer,
Humfeld and Greg Scheck.
Chris Weber won the United Auto Supply Thunderstox
feature after starting fifth. Jordan Myers finished second
and Raymond Hardy third. Andy Moore finish 15th, but
went on to take first in the Lights Out Novelty event.

Dan Gilster passed Troy Maier with
five laps to go to get the feature win in
the North Country Contractor
Sportsmen division. Gilster started
eighth and within five laps was taking
the third position from Randy Humfeld.
Two laps later Gilster was door handle
to door handle with Jamie Dummer for
second. Gilster took over the lead with
five laps to go on the inside of Maier.

Mary Schill photo
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Reynolds Jr. Fends Off Gille, Collects a Big Payday
in the ‘Star Spangled 76’ at Rockford
By Jordan Kuehne
Jon Reynolds Jr. finally capitalized — the fast qualifier took
advantage of an explosive ride and ended a string of bad
luck that had held him winless into the month of July with a
victory in the Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Models
Nason’s Landscaping ‘Star Spangled 76’ tonight at the
Rockford Speedway. ‘Driver X’ certainly enjoyed taking the
checkered flag after accepting the ‘Gerber Collision & Glass
Challenge’ during pre-race ceremonies, starting in the back
of the pack, and eventually driving to the front on the way
to the winner’s circle where he collected a cool grand on
top of the normal payday reserved for the victor.
Reynolds Jr’s rough 2011 campaign has had several top
qualifying efforts but no trophies to show for it; that ended
tonight after he held off several late race attempts by two-

time track champion Jerry Gille. With the season’s
halfway point in the rearview mirror, points leader
Ryan Carlson saw his huge edge in the standings
evaporate into the sultry summer air after a midrace crash knocked him out of the event while
leading. Gille was sent to the back in the incident
but jetted through the field before hounding a
determined ‘Driver X’ all the way to the checkers.

Jimmy Ambruoso photo

In the Bargain Hunter Sportsman main event,
rookie Brad Gerke grabbed his first victory in over
26 years with a spirited driving effort. Andy Forster
found himself in the winner’s circle in the American
Super Cups headliner while Nick Schneider
rounded out the racing action with a come-frombehind win in the Hornets swarm.

Jon Reynolds Jr. took the Gerber Collision & Glass
Challenge,started at the back of the pack, and raced
through the field for the win. Reynolds is shown
receiving an extra $1,000 for his troubles from track
GM Gregg McKarns (above).
Super Cup winner Andy Foster (below)

Sportsman winner Brad Gerke
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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Reuvers rolls to “EVE” win at Elko
By Jim Burns
Dundas’ Donny Reuvers wrestled the lead away from
Lakeville’s Conrad Jorgenson on a 22nd lap restart, then
withstood a late challenge from New Germany’s Matt
Goede to earn the NASCAR Super Late Model win,
highlighting an action packed EVE of DESTRUCTION
RAW at Elko Speedway.
Reuvers pursuit of the checkers was a combination of a
little luck, mixed with patience and finally horsepower as
Conrad Jorgenson and Brian Johnson led the 20 starters to
the green, with Jorgenson clearing Johnson for the lead on
lap two, with Reuvers moving around Johnson on lap four
to second, with Mark Lamoreaux and Matt Goede also on
the move joining the top five. As Jorgenson stretched out
his advantage over Reuvers to six car lengths, with
Johnson remaining third Goede putting intense pressure
on Lamoreaux before the caution flew on lap 22 as Joe
Berthiuame spun entering turn one.
On the restart, Reuvers charged by Jorgenson’s outside to
take the point, but the top five would shuffle as Lamoreaux
charged into Johnson’s back deck entering turn two
causing the tandem to check up, with Adam Royle and
Steve Anderson taking advantage moving to fourth and
fifth with Lamoreaux and Johnson dropping to sixth and
seventh in the running order. As the action remained clean
and green following the caution, Goede rolled by
Jorgenson for second on lap 31 and cut the leaders
advantage to three car lengths as the white flew, but in the
end Reuvers rolled to the checkers, with Goede second,
Royle edging Jorgenson at the line for third and Anderson
holding back Lamoreaux to earn a top five.
In the Big 8’s, Prior Lake’s Doug Brown served notice early
on that he would contend throughout the evening as he

captured qualifying honors and topped the
heat heading into the 25 lap main, but
Northfield’s Dylan Moore had different
ideas. At the drop of the green in the
headliner, Ryan Kamish took the early lead,
with Moore moving past Mike Pederson for
second on lap two with Jon Lemke and
Travis Stanley continuing Pederson’s slide
on lap four. Just five laps in, Moore would
move to the outside of Kamish to take the
point, with Brown joining the top five,
before Stanley ducked under Lemke for
third on lap seven. Over the final 18 laps,
the capacity holiday crowd was treated to
some of the season’s best side by side
action throughout the field, but nobody
had an answer for Moore who earned the
checkers, with Stanley earning his third
consecutive top two finish in second, with Brown, Darren
Wolke and Lemke in the top five.
The Genz Ryan Thunder Cars saw a familiar tandem battle
for the nightly honors as Brent “the Freightrain” Kane
rolled past Ted Reuvers for the opening lap lead, with
Dylan Sellner and Mike Homan in a great side by side battle
for third and fourth, with Doug Brown fifth. As Kane pulled
out to an early five car length advantage over Reuvers,
Sellner was able to wrest third away from Homan on lap
five, with Brown also passing Homan to gain fourth on lap
seven. With the action remaining under the green flag for
the entire distance, the only question remaining to be
answered was could Reuvers track down Kane and in the
end, Kane answered with a resounding NO as he earned
the win, with Reuvers second, Sellner third, Brown fourth
and Chris Marek fifth after a six lap battle with an exhausted
Homan.
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Rounding out the racing action were the Power Stocks and
Dustin Mann and Matt Ryan battled high and low for the
early lead and despite two early cautions the action was
fast and furious, but the leaders would be their own worst
enemies on lap 13 as Ryan got a great run to the inside of
Mann and when the leader tried to block his line, the
tandem went spinning wildly and the caution flew with the
former leaders in the trunk. On the restart, Devon Schmidt
took advantage by taking the lead, but Paul Hamilton made
sure Schmidt’s lead wouldn’t last as he took the point on
lap 13 and despite two late cautions earned his second win
in three weeks, with Schmidt second and the tandem of
Mann and Ryan closing quickly to bypass Taylor Goldman
for third and fourth.
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Royle And Kane Top Raceway Park Sunday Night Action
Adam Royle picked up yet another main event win over
Chad Walen, tightening the points battle between the two
drivers. Royle and Walen would battle several laps side-byside, before Royle was able to gain the advantage and pull
away for the win. Rick Burns picked up the heat race win
for the Late Models.
Brent “The Freight Train” Kane picked up victory number 8
for the 2011 season, with another clean sweep in the Hobby
Stock division. Jacob Goede filled in for Bill “The Hacksaw”
Woodworth and chased Kane to the line in the main event.
Heat races went to Kane and Drew Skaja.
Jason Heitz topped the wild and crazy Mini Stock main
event. Heitz used lapped traffic to his advantage to gain the
lead and crossed the line first, beating the 30 other
competitors on hand for the Fourth of July race weekend.

Erica Waibel and Keith Paulsrud are the
top two in points in the Short Tracker
division and shared the front row for the
start of their main event. Paulsrud used
the inside line to his advantage and
picked up another win, closing the point
gap with Waibel.
Paul Hamilton of Hastings capped off a
successful weekend by coming out on
top in the Thunder and Lightning
division, during a rare Sunday night
appearance.
Full race results unavailable at time of
publication. Additional race winner
photos on page 17.

Martin DeFries photo
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JASON WEINKAUF
STEALS THE ASAMT
VICTORY AT MARSHFIELD
MOTOR SPEEDWAY
By Kari Shear-Carlson
July 2, 2011 - Merrill, Wisconsin’s, Jason Weinkauf, won the
the American Speed Association® Kwik Trip Midwest Tour
presented by ECHO Outdoor Power Equipment and GrandStay
Hospitality Marshfield 100 tonight at Marshfield Motor
Speedway.
The caution-free event was the second green to checkered
race in the ASA Midwest Tour in 2011. Local driver, Matt Tift
and his mentor, Tim Schendel, led the field to the green. Jason
Weinkauf took the lead on lap 14 over Tim Schendel and kept
his margin over second place by over two car lengths the
entire night. Minnesota driver, Nick Murgic powered his way
into second and began closing in on Weinkauf.
Andrew Morrissey and Jacob Goede battled it out lap after lap
for the fifth spot as Jacob Goede was right on their bumper. As
the field began to settle in, fifth through tenth were nose to
tail. Murgic continued to close in on Weinkauf as the two
closed in on lapped traffic.
Tim Schendel found himself all alone in the fourth spot without
any pressure. At the halfway point Weinkauf held his lead
over Murgic, Tift, Schendel and Morrissey.
Skylar Holzhausen had a good run moving around Jonathan Eilen for the ninth spot
halfway through the race. He quickly closed in on Jacob Goede as fourth threw tenth
continued run nose to tail.

Jason Heitz and Paul Hamilton were just two of
the feature winners at Raceway Park in Shakopee

With twenty laps to go, Murgic closed in within two car lengths but lapped traffic kept
him at bay.
Jason Weinkauf was the second local driver in a row in the ASA Midwest Tour to take
home a victory. Murgic, Schendel, Morrissey, and Sauter rounded out the top five.
“This isn’t my own car, but my brother said, you’re going to run this car at Marshfield,”
said an emotional Weinkauf from victory lane. Jason could not thank Jay VanderGeest for
all he has done for him and his brother Chris.

Doug Hornickel photos

Martin DeFries photos
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20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

952-461-3300

Appleton, WI

920-739-1550

www.gotomn.com

www.northernracingproducts.com

Follow us on facebook. Just search for The Midwest Racing Connection
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AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com

